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A B S T R A C T 

Judgment day is the last day of the world is trusted by all religion .In the world all people are in doubting, expecting and researching the time of judgment 

day. In this theory find out the time of judgment day is based on population by lives and deaths of human being.   
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1. Introduction 

In this theory of a time of judgment day is exactly or accurately or approximate time and date is not founded. Theory which i s depends upon total number of live and 

deaths of human being by zero. 

 

2. Literature Review 

Take, 

Total number of live of human being = +∞ 

Total number of death of human being  = -∞  

 

Judgment day simply 

 Total number of live of human being is equal to Total number of death of human being  

-∞ = +∞ 

-1 = +1 

 

From this, 

1-1 = 0 

Zero = zero 

Zero is an origin for all number. 

 

God is an origin for all human being 

In this theory, Total number of live of human being and total number of death of human being all are present in the same world. 

Total number of live of human being is equal to Total number of death of human being in a time on a day is called judgment day or The sum of number of live of 

human being and number of death of human being is meeting on origin(zero or god) is called judgment day which is shown in figure.1. 
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figure.1 

 

Boundary line or Perimeter for above figure.1 

=√2∞ - √2∞ +√2∞-√2∞= zero 

According to boundary line, 

In judgment day all human beings in zero (god or origin) 

 

 

3. Conclusion 

This theory states that 
“
Total number of live of human being is equal to Total  number of death of human being in a time on a day is called 

judgment day”. 
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